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Recurring EBITDA *
(Rs.’000) 2020/21 2021/22

Transportation 3,610,416 4,375,024

Consumer Foods 3,317,535 3,365,940

Retail 5,522,678 5,107,784

Leisure (3,588,464) 2,305,839

Property (17,348) 640,676

Financial Services 3,644,923 2,988,190

Extracted from the Chairman’sMessageon the release of
John Keells Holdings PLC Annual Report 2020/21

� The Group witnessed a faster than anticipated recovery
momentumwith theperformanceofmost businesses reaching
pre COVID-19 levels.

� Excluding Leisure, Group recurring EBITDA increased by 8 per
cent to Rs.19.16 billion [2019/20: Rs.17.76 billion].

� Total dividend declared for 2020/21 amounts to Rs.2.00 per
share at a total payout of Rs.1.98 billion. The declaration of this
dividend reflects the cash generation capability of the Group's
diverse portfolio of businesses.

� A consortium consisting of Adani Ports and Special Economic
Zone Limited (APSEZ) and JKH, in the capacity as the local
partner, received a Letter Of Intent (LOI) to develop and operate
theWest Container Terminal at the Port of Colombo as a public
Private Partnership (PPP) Project.

� With the completion of the residential and office towers at
'Cinnamon Life', the hand-over process of the units will
commence from the first quarter of 2021/22 onwards, resulting
in the recognition of revenue and profits from 'Cinnamon Life'.
Project completion is scheduled for the first quarter of
2022/23.

� OCTAVE, the Group's Data and Advanced Analytics Centre of
Excellence, worked on a series of use cases in the Retail and
Financial Services industry groups, which yielded promising
results.

� The Group instituted a Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion programme towards increasing the diversity of our
workforce and launched the 'ONE JKH' brand with several
initiatives aimed at increasing critical diversity metrics across
the Group.

� The Group reported a 7 per cent reduction in its carbon footprint
per million rupees of revenue and a 3 per cent reduction in water
withdrawn permillion rupees of revenue.

Recurring EBITDA *
* EBITDA includes interest income and the share of
results of equity accounted investees which is based on
the share of profit after tax but excludes the impact of
exchange losses and gains on its foreign currency
denominated debt and cash, to demonstrate the
underlying cash operational performance of the
business.

Krishan Balendra
Chairman
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Awards and Recognitions

Cinnamon Hotels & Resorts was awarded the prestigious title of ‘Most Valuable
Hospitality Brand in Sri Lanka’ for the 2nd consecutive year in 2021 by Brand Finance
Sri Lanka, in their issued rankings on 27thMay 2021.

For the 3rd consecutive year, Keells
was announced as the Most
Valuable Supermarket Brand by
Brand Finance Sri Lanka on 17th

May 2021. Furthermore, Keells was
placed as overall 7th, among the
Most Valuable Consumer Brands in
the country.

Union Assurancewas recognized as the Best
Customer Service Insurance Provider in Sri
Lanka for 2021 by International Finance
Publications Limited at the International
Finance Awards.This prestigious recognition
was awarded after a detailed assessment of
organizations world-over, that are committed to safeguarding customer
interests through solutions that are competitive, and address customer
needs.

At the Global Brand Awards organized by Global Brands Magazine,
Union Assurancewasrecognized as the Fastest Growing Life Insurance
Brand, Most Innovative Life Insurance Brand, Digital Insurance
Company of the Year, and Digital Insurance Innovation of the Year, in
Sri Lanka for 2021.



CSR NEWSJohn Keells Foundation continues to support Women’s Enterprises in Praja Shakthi
locations
John Keells Praja Shakthi Project – an initiative by John
Keells Foundation (JKF) to uplift the lives and livelihoods
of communities based around John Keells Group
businesses, continues to support identified women’s
enterprises in Hikkaduwa and Ranala in collaboration
with Hikka Tranz by Cinnamon and Ceylon Cold Stores
(CCS) factories in Ranala respectively.

JKF conducted programmes to support and upskill
female batik artisans in Hikkaduwa to produce an
upmarket range of products under the new brand name
‘Hikka Batiks. The first batch of the new product range
was marketed at a pilot sale on 10th April 2021 at the
Arcade Independence Square in Colombo 7, attracting
many customers, and receiving positive feedback and
new orders.

In Ranala, JKF supported the ‘Ranliya Women’s Society, of Batewela’ this Vesak by providing market access for their
paper lanterns through Group channels. The sale of a total of 1,883 Vesak lanterns were facilitated via Keells
Supermarkets, CCS, Hikka Tranz byCinnamon, Group staff and other contracts of JKF resulting in a total incomeof Rs.
242,400 for the Women’s Society during a challenging period of COVID-19 related lockdowns. This follows previous
initiative of a 2-month training to upskill the women in optimising the paper cutting machine, donation of seed capital
to procure rawmaterials and facilitation of consultancy services for continued development.

The livelihoods of a total of 28women are being supported through these initiatives, while JKFwill continue to support
them in building self-sustained enterprises. Hikka Tranz by Cinnamon and CCS Ranala, was actively supported
by theirmanagement and volunteers, for the respective initiatives.

CSR NEWS
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John Keells Foundation partners with Ruk Rakaganno to
reforest 20 hectares of Suduwalipotha Forest

CSR NEWS

JKF entered a 3-year collaboration with Ruk Rakaganno to re-forest 20 hectares of Suduwalipotha Forest
located in Kukulagema, Kalawana Range, Kalawana DS Division in Ratnapura District through Ecological
Restoration.

The project will involve the planting of a minimum of 13,000 trees and maintaining the trees during the rest of
the 3-years in accordance with an undertaking by Ruk Rakaganno to the Department of Forest Conservation,
to increase the coverage and productivity of forests by supporting the restoration of the identified forest land.

The initiative was launched with the execution of the Agreement between the parties ahead of the World
Environment Day 2021 (5th June 2021) with the undertaking being very much in line with this year’s WED theme
- namely, “Ecosystem Restoration” - which refers to assisting in the recovery of ecosystems that have been
degraded or destroyed, as well as conserving the ecosystems that are still intact.
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Strengthening Business Supply Chain with English Skills

CSR NEWS

JKF, in collaboration with JMSL, extended ‘Skill Into Progress’ (SKIP), to 12 of Keells own label suppliers. SKIP is
JKF’s new Supply Chain Management facilitation initiative.

This online programme was a 36-hour English language skill development programme covering negotiation skills,
presentation skills and business ethics incorporating business needs as identified by JMSL.

11 participants completed the final examination and were able to upskill their spoken English and career skills.

Staff volunteers from Keells supported JKF through coordination and monitoring support.

The SKIP programme was initiated to upskill selected suppliers of the Group and enhance their competitiveness and
income opportunities in challenging market conditions post pandemic. The programme was first conducted for
Chauffeur Guides attached to Walkers Tours and Whittall Boustead Tours and is open for any supplier group
attached to any JKH business.
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John Keells Group Values Relaunched!

Deputy Chairman and Group Finance
Director, Gihan Cooray introduced the 1st
value – Integrity. He brought in examples
from his work experience to emphasize that
it is the sum of all our individual actions that
ensure we as an organisation and the
organisation at large ends up acting with
integrity, honour and transparency.

Suresh Rajendra, President of the Leisure
industry group spoke about the value -
Caring which is embedded in how we
interact with each other in what we do, how
we help each other, and pick each other up.
This is what makes the family of John
Keells strong and drives the group to
achieve success.

Our values act as our guiding principles; Integrity, Trust, Caring, Excellence
and Innovation are entrenched in all our business processes and people
related processes. On 5th April 2021, the John Keells Group Values were re-
launched at an online event with the Chairman and GEC. The descriptors of the
values were updated incorporating some of the newer focus areas of the Group
and simplified, so that it could be easily associated with shapes and gestures
that we are familiar with. By incorporating these core values into the way we
interact with each other in our teams, partners in value chains, and our
communities has led to re-affirming our Group as the most respected
corporate entity in Sri Lanka, and to continuously raising the bar in everything
we do.
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John Keells Group Values Relaunched!

President, Group Legal and CSR, Nadija
Tambiah spoke about the most visible of the
values – Trust. This is how JKH builds and
maintains relationships through different
elements of trust – respect, openness, team
spirit and credibility. JKH’s reputation as a
trustworthy player in the Sri Lankan
economy is something all of us should be
proud of. This does not come automatically,
as this is something that we need to build,
maintain and work towards every day.

Charitha Subasinghe, President of the Retail
Sector identified that the value - Innovation,
as what kept us relevant to all stakeholders
during the last 150 years, and for the next
150 years as well. He also addressed the fact
this pandemic brought out the best in all of
us. None of us knew how to face such a
challenging situation, and to come up with
solutions for different ways of working,
delivering our products and services,
handling commercial transactions, and
maintaining cost. Businesses that brought
out the best of this value, came up on top
with innovative work cultures that supports
agility.

Daminda Gamlath, President of Consumer
Foods sector expressed his view on the
value - Excellence as something that comes
with passion for learning and through
sustained commitment. In conclusion, Chief
People’s Officer Isuru Gunasekera summed
up that by updating our values, there is a
more personal and relatable approach as it
is applicable for a diverse and modern
workforce, which emphasizes on empathy,
transparency and discretion.
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Union Assurance

Union Assurance commenced a public service message campaign from 7th May -21st
May 2021 and a Facebook profile picture adapting campaign from the 2nd week of May
2021, to increase awareness on COVID-19 best practices.

The graduation of a high
potential talent pool identified
through STEP (Strive Towards
Excellence Programme) was
celebrated by Union
Assurance through a virtual
event on 29th April 2021 where

Krishan Balendra, the Chairman - John Keells Group, Suresh Rajendra, the President of
Financial & Leisure Services Sector - John Keells Group and Isuru Gunasekara, Chief
People Officer - John Keells Group also participated. STEP is an initiative to pave the
way in identifying and empowering individuals to discover their true potential which
would accelerate their career progression.

Union Assurance partnered with Cinnamon Hotels & Resorts to distribute over 3,000
meals to people impacted by the inclement weather in the Colombo District, in
collaboration with the Disaster Management Centre and the Asia Pacific Alliance for
Disaster Management (A-PAD). Meals were distributed on three consecutive days,
from 9th – 11th June 2021.

Union Assurance provided vital
medical equipment to the
dedicated COVID treatment unit
at the Gampaha District General
Hospital, Medawachchiya Base
Hospital, Anuradhapura Teaching
Hospital & Kamburupitiya Base
Hospital on 24th, 25th & 30th June
2021, as part of an initiative in
response to the COVID-19
pandemic.
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Cinnamon Life completed construction of the Suites
Tower – a "City Within a City" with 196 apartments
and a 30-floor Office Tower, was ceremoniously
handed over to John Keells Properties on 31st March
2021 by HKN Project Director, T. H. Kim.

Walkers Tours received a nomination at theWorld Travel
Awards 2021 under the category of “Asia’s Responsible
Tourism Award”. As the only Sri Lankan company to be
nominated for this regional level award, wewould like to
seek the support from all of you to place your vote and
become the “World Travel AwardWinner”

Click Here

John Keells Properties entered into strategic
collaborations with Commercial Bank, DFCC Bank and
HNB on 14th May 2021 to offer ‘FreedomMortgages’ –
attractive home loans for clients keen to invest in TRI-
ZEN residential development in Colombo. ‘Freedom
Mortgages’ ensures that interest is waived off for two
years, making the process of obtaining a mortgage
hassle-free and seamless. Customers only need to
make the initial 20% payment and no payments
thereafter for a period of 2 years. Attractive interest
rates from just 7% per annum, homeowners have the
flexibility to choose from an array of mortgage
packages.

John Keells Properties

https://bit.ly/3wEx3O4
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Team Elephant House initiated ‘CCS Digital jika; ieKfl<sh’ as the first-ever
online Avurudu celebration demonstrating resilience and commitment during the
on-going difficult time. Along with enormous support and guidance from the
leadership team, CCS demonstrated the power of teamwork and synergy in
working together to facilitate all our colleagues in Head Office, Ranala Factory
premises and field sales. The event was held on 23rd April 2021 and became a
success story as everyone enjoyed and collaborated with interesting online
Avurudu games while maintaining health and safety practices.

In keeping with the commitment of being a socially responsible
corporate citizen, CCS extended its support to the Navagamuwa
Hospital to help combat COVID-19 spread by donating PCR testing
booths to expand the testing facilities and capacity in the hospital
which will enhance the efficiency of PCR testing process.

The booths were handed over to the District Medical Officer, Dr. A.
M. Nandakumara on 6th May 2021 with the participation of Head
of Supply Chain Management, Head of Human Resources and
Manager Engineer Services.

Ceylon Cold Stores

Cinnamon Citadel Kandy celebrated Sinhala & Tamil New Year on hotel premises on 13th April 2021, with the participation of in-house guests. Keeping in line with the health and safety
guidelines, the event comprised of traditional games which including balloon dancing and Sigithi Avurudu Kumara and Kumariya.

Cinnamon Citadel Kandy
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John Keells IT reached the top most UiPath Gold Partner
Category in Sri Lanka on 31st May 2021 as a premier RPA
implementation partner in offering cutting-edge services and
solutions across sectors. This recognition is granted by
UiPath to partners who have scaled and achieved growth
with a certified pool of UiPath platform experts. These
certifications recognize an elite network of service delivery
partners who have advanced delivery skills comparable to
the UiPath Professional Services team.

John Keells IT was featured in the local
newspapers of Brunei on 3rd April 2021 for
successfully conducting the first-ever SAP on
Azure training in Brunei Darussalam. John Keells
IT is the only SAP on Azure Advanced Specialized
partner recognized by Microsoft in SouthEast Asia
New Markets. As a result, together with trusted
and respected partner Concepts Technologies,
Brunei Darussalam, which has a local presence in
Brunei, John Keells IT delighted to assist Bruneian
organizations.

Cinnamon Dhonveli Maldives shone a light on climate action on 27th March 2021 from 8.30pm – 9.30pm in commemoration of Earth Hour.

Cinnamon Dhonveli Maldives

John Keells IT
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Avurudu celebrations were held at Keells with an Avurudu table
prepared at stores on 14th April 2021, together with an
‘Avurudu Fun Night’ organised for store team members with
Avurudu games, music, refreshments and more during 9th to
14th April 2021.

Keells organized a Digital Vesak Kalaapaya from 25th to 31st May
2021 to spread the joy of the festive season during a time where
Sri Lankans were unable to carry out their traditional Vesak
celebrations. The ‘Kalaapaya’ included a Vesak Pandol with the
narration of a Jathaka story, virtual Vesak lanterns as well as the
opportunity for people to light a virtual lamp. For every lamp lit,
Keells pledged to donate a sum of money in support of the
health sector, appreciating the brave men and women serving
our country.

A blessing video was done for Keells staff by ft;sydisl fyhshka;=vqj
mqrdK úydrdêjdiS mQcH wem,fo‚fha jðr[dK ysñ together with
the lighting of the traditional oil lamp as well as festive lamps at
outlets on 26th May 2021.

Keells
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Mackinnons Travels launched an upgrade to its
ERP system on 1st April 2021, which will further
bridge the process flow and increase the
efficiency and accuracy of its services. The
upgrade enabled to digitalize and integrate the
end-to-end inquiry handling process along with
back-office functions, which will empower the
entire team to perform their tasks seamlessly in
one platform. This facilitates clients to have a
better overall customer experience and speedy
service with extra accuracy.

JKOA conducted Smart Classroom training
programmes on the 2nd week of April 2021 to
selected Government schools Principals & Teachers
in the Northern & Eastern provinces. This Digital
Education Development Project was funded by
International Medical Health Organization (USA) and
Rathnam Foundation (UK). The training was
facilitated by Ashok Balasundaram–Product Owner
Digital Classroom Solution (JKOA).

Mackinnons Travels proudly marked its 50th year in the Travel and
Tourism Industry on 14th June 2021. The company has overcome many
hurdles and has been on a journey to provide memorable travel
experiences to customers globally for decades. The travel industry was
severely affected by the global pandemic, where Mackinnons Travels had
to realign its strategies to face these challenging times. 50 years of
service in the industry is a profoundmoment for TeamMackinnons while
being grateful to all stakeholders who made this journey possible.

Mackinnons Travels

Hingalgoda Tea Factory distributed approximately 50,000 liters of drinking
water for the smallholders affected by the floods in the
Hiniduma,Thawalama area in Galle on 14th ,15th and 16th May 2021. This
benefitted the smallholder community immensely as there was an acute
lack of drinking water.

Halwitigala, Hingalgoda and
Kurupanawa Tea Factories carried
out a well cleaning programme in
the Hiniduma, Thawalama and
Nagoda areas after recent floods on
17th, 18th, and 19th May 2021. A total
of 29 wells were cleaned and
certified by the area PHI for the
consumption of drinking water. This
initiative was carried out in
collaboration with John Keells
Foundation.

Tea Small Holder Factories

John Keells Office Automation
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Cinnamon Hotels & Resorts

As a brand that truly cares about the well-being of all their stakeholders including
their communities, Cinnamon Hotels & Resorts announced the launch of “Meals
that Heal”, a food donation initiative on 4th June 2021 to help the
communities where they operate, in this time of need. Under this programme
every time an order is placed on Cinnamon’s food delivery platform ‘Flavours by
Cinnamon’, Cinnamon Hotels & Resorts will be providing a meal to the
communities in the area with the assistance of the Sri Lanka Police.

John Keells Logistics formally steps into the CFS
(Container Freight Station) business on 19th April
2021. This is done in partnership with Maersk
Lanka (Pvt) Ltd, which handles approximately 40%
of the total apparel exports of Sri Lanka at our
Distribution Center located in Thudella, Sri Lanka.
This partnership further strengthens our
commitment towards the export sector in providing
vital customised supply chain solutions.

John Keells Logistics partners with
Providore.Shop, an E-Commerce platform
that manages over 1,000 SKUs on its
portfolio, to provide backend logistics
solutions that are essential for a seamless
Online Fulfillment (Warehousing) & Last
mile delivery (Transportation) experience
for their end consumers. Operations were
formally kicked off on 5th April 2021 with a
soft opening ceremony, organized to mark
its inception.

Avurudu at John Keells Logistics was celebrated
across business units (distribution centers & Head
Office) from 19th April 2021 onwards.

John Keells Logistics
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GROUP NEWS
Plasticcycle

Plasticcycle hosted a webinar on 11th June 2021, to commemorate World Environment Day which focused on restoring eco-systems through mitigation and eradication
of plastic pollution. The Social Entrepreneurship Project was joined by a panel of environmental advocates, policy drivers and brand owners. The webinar explored the
effects of plastic pollution on marine biodiversity, the policy mechanism of Extended Producer Responsibility, initiatives taken to help reduce the use of plastic and how
brand owners are taking on the issue of plastic pollution in overcoming road blocks and challenges.

The John Keells Group Social Entrepreneurship Project –
Plasticcycle came together with the ocean conservation
organization ‘The Pearl Protectors’ as a patron sponsor for the
World Ocean’s Day Summit held from the 5th -8th June 2021.
The summit focused on diverse topics from Maritime regulations
to Ocean’s biodiversity and pollution..

In commemoration of World MSME day, Plasticcycle joined ‘The Entrepreneurship Circle’ of National School
of Business Management to discuss the topic of “SME within the circular economy on 30th June 2021.
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Center Functions

The virtual launch event which attracted 16,003 registrations to participate,
featured our Chairman, Krishan Balendra and was hosted on Microsoft Teams.
This event was preceded by an online campaign featuring members of the GEC
speaking about the core skills required by a 2021 JKHMT - Creativity, Agility,
Adaptability and Resilience.

The Center HR team participated in Virtual Career Fairs hosted on Zoom, which were organised by the University of Colombo on 19th April 2021 and the University of Kelaniya on 22ndMay 2021.
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Speakers club

1. Which hospitality brandwas recently awarded the prestigious title of ‘Most Valuable
Hospitality Brand’ for the year 2020/2021?

2. What is the name of John Keells Foundation’s new supply chain management
facilitation initiative?

3. What are the 5 values of the John Keells Group?

4. What is the name of the food donation initiative launched by Cinnamon Hotels and
Resorts?

5. Which Anniversary didMackinnons Travels celebrate on 14th June 2021?

6. How many participants were present at the JKHMT Management Trainee online
launch event ?

JKH Speakers’ Club was launched in August 2020 with the support of Group Learning and
Development and senior leadership, to provide a platform for speakers at all levels within John
Keells Group, to develop oral communication, speaking skills, share stories and increase
employee engagement. The club has grown over the past 10 months, with over 30 active
members across Business Units and Industry Verticals of the Group, taking turns at round
robin, table topics and preparing speeches at physical and virtual bi-weekly meetings. The club
also organises regular events such as a futsal night and holiday themed activities.

Sports, Clubs and Societies

Creative word artists out there!! Here is your chance to win a gift voucher by submitting blog post entries to jkh@keells.com. Your posts should be about your
experiences at your work place! Check out our blog on http://blog.keells.com

Answer all 6 questions correctly and win
fabulous prizes!

All you got to do is answer 6 simple questions
based on the latest issue of JK Times! Send in
your answers along with your name, BU and
contact number to isuri.jkh@keells.com on or
before 19th of August, 2021

https://jkh@keells.com
http://blog.keells.com
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Celebrating the life of George Jacob – a dedicated
member of the John Keells Sports Club

wish him. He had turned 78 and looked good for his age,
even though he had started to slow down a bit, due to a
problem with his knees. He was unfortunately unwell,
having had food poisoning the previous day. I followed up
with a call the following day, to check on how he was doing,
and he said he was getting better. That, unfortunately,
was the last conversation I had with him, because the
following day, he was admitted to hospital, as he had tested
positive for COVID. 8 days later, he passedaway leaving a lot
of us sad, as we could do very little under the
circumstances, to help him.

George, even thoughwe had a lot of laughs at your expense,
we loved you for the good human being you were. We will
miss you dearly but are comforted, knowing you are in a
better place.

May God grant you eternal rest. Farewell, my friend!! ”

Terrence Fernando
General Manager – Cinnamon Red

George would call or visit regularly, to obtain approval for
arranging practices or meals for the team. He was more
often than not, the butt end of all the jokes among those
playing cricket, as they would complain to him out of
mischief, that they were not getting a good breakfast or
lunch. He would in turn complain to me that "these fellows
are never satisfied" If the players wanted a beer after a
game, he would call me and say "These fellows lost the
match and are now asking for beer. How many bottles
should I give them"Hewasalways cautiouswhen it came to
spending company money. More recently, he called to say
that the Captain of the cricket teamhad asked him to send 3
bottles of beer onto the field, and asked me "what should I
do?"

His commitment to JK meant that he spent several
weekends attending either inter-company or mercantile
tournaments. He never grudged the company that he
couldn't get a weekend off or attend his church service on
Sunday, despite being a God-fearingman.

He was John Keells representative in most of the
mercantile sports bodies andwaswell knownbyall the
officials of those associations. Several of them called
me to say how sad they were, on hearing of his
passing. Such was his popularity among them.

Despite his advancing years and his own issues with
his health, George was a generous soul, and unknown
to many was assisting his nephew, a cancer patient,
financially. He would arrange accommodation and
meals for his nephew and family, as they had to travel
from Badulla when visiting the cancer hospital in
Maharagama.

I had 2 conversationswith George thismonth. The
1st was on his birthday, 5th May, when I called to

It was with great sadness, that we were informed the
passing away of George Jacob on 14th May 2021. George
was part of the John Keells family for over 25 years, first
attached to JKOA and after retirement, as a key member of
the John Keells Group Sports Club, with his involvement in
cricket, in particular. Following is a heartfelt message in
memory of George Jacob by Terrence Fernando;

"I met George for the 1st time, many years ago at an Inter-
Company cricket tournament. George had a keen interest in
cricket and was trying to convince me that he was a good
commentator and that we should engage him for all our
inter-company tournaments. By the time that
tournament was completed, and he had fulfilled his duties
as a coordinator, I felt otherwise!

However, over the next 2 decades and more, we started
working closely together, as George was appointed the
sports coordinator for the John Keells Group Sports Club.
My involvement as the Group coordinator for cricket, meant
having a regular rapport with him, as JK was involved in 3
Mercantile tournaments through the year.

https://jkh@keells.com
https://www.keells.com

